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MEDIA ADVISORY

Local Dealership Celebrates Holiday with Toy Giveaway at Anthony Elementary

What: Anthony students will receive a toy from Santa (Mathews Harley-Davidson)

When: Friday, Dec. 14, 2018
8:30-10:30 a.m.

Where: Susan B. Anthony Elementary School
1542 E. Webster Ave. (93728)

In keeping with the holiday spirit, every student at Anthony Elementary will receive a toy donated by Mathews Harley-Davidson and its customers. A special drawing will also be held, with more than 100 students selected to receive a new bicycle donated by the motorcycle shops and customers. Mathews has generously adopted the school for the past several years, donating school supplies and holiday gifts. The dealership is thrilled to share the joy of the holidays with the Anthony Elementary community.

“With the help of community partners like Mathews and its customers, our students can have a better understanding of the true meaning of the holidays -- helping others and sharing. We are
very appreciative of Mathews and its customers’ generosity to our students,” said Superintendent Bob Nelson.
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